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I- INTRODUCTION

I-1 THE EVEIL PROJECT
EVEIL is an international project organized by six European partners and financed by the
program COMENIUS of the European Union.
The EVEIL project helps young children with visually impairment get a better access to
reading and writing, to books, newspapers and other sources of information. Improving the
literacy of visually impaired children will help them take part in society more effectively and
with greater ease, and fully enjoy culture as well as become independent and responsible
European citizens.
The project aims on creating a network of professionals in the field of pre-reading activities
for blind and partially sighted children.

Following the example of a method developed by FAF in France, project partners will
develop conceptualization and pre-reading courses for blind and partially sighted preschool
children, using a children’s book.
The chosen story is “The Very Tiny Doll”, by Marie-Hélène Delval and first published as “La
très petite poupée” © Bayard Editions, 2009.
Partners involved in the workshops (Czech, Romanian and Slovak partners) had work on the
preparation and the implementation of workshops with children, following the example of a
method developed by FAF in France.

I-2 THE FRENCH “PRE-LECTURE” METHOD
This experience is centered on the particular needs and possibilities of blind and partially
sighted young children and concerns children literature, pre reading, representations and
language development.
The French Federation has been conducting it for 4 years, with specialized staff as
psychologists, educators, psychomotricians, speech therapists…working day to day with
blind and partially sighted young children.
At the early end of the school year the specialised staff chooses children (from 3 to 7 years
old) to form a group of 5 children to whom pre reading workshops would be a most
important help.
A selection of children story books is made, among rich good quality literature.
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The staff will choose one of those books and will then have four monthly four hours
meetings to focus on what makes the essence of the story, how it meets the child’s own
experience and concerns and the staff works to appreciate what could be the obstacles to
understanding some words or situation described in the story, regarding to early blindness
or visual impairment.
It is known that especially early blind children may properly use words and expressions as if
they were familiar with them, but without actually knowing what those words or expressions
refer to !
The staff then conceives a progressive series of language and exploratory activities to allow
the children to make those words and situations their own.
Materials are looked for, and bought to prepare the pedagogic kit (for instance some very
realistic plushes to help discover the shape of some animals, some very realistic imitation
toys and also actual everyday life objects.
If the needed materials for the experiences are impossible to find in a shop, they are looked
for or made by the staff, (for instance bark, bundles of firewood…).
The idea is to use those materials in the workshops to allow and encourage children to
explore objects with their hands or to explore or play situations in the room space at the
same time as they comment what they are doing or discovering.
The idea is to help them discovering the right word or the closest expressions to what they
feel or experiment. Soundtracks are also prepared in order to stimulate the children in giving
importance to all the information they can infer from listening to the surroundings and to
connect objects, animals, situations with the sound they may produce.
When it is possible we also introduce tasting and smelling.
One storybook will generate for the kids 4 to 5 monthly workshops of 2 hours.
At the beginning of each workshop the children will be invited to recall , to reconstruct
together the text they have heard the previous time, and only afterwards, we do read again
for them the exact full story.
All the workshops are animated by 2 persons among those who have taken part to all the
preparation meetings.
The staff also prepares for each child an adapted Braille or large types book, illustrated with
tactile material. The books are generally presented to the children at the beginning of the
last workshop, so that as many as possible of the tactile pictures in the book can refer to a
life-size object that the children have discovered during the previous workshops.
The adapted books are delivered to the parents for the children, with a recording of the
story with sound effects and indication for page turning.
At the end of the complete workshops experience, all the objects of the pedagogic kit are
gathered with one specimen of the adapted Braille book and a complete booklet is written
to present the objectives and content, with a schedule proposal.
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II- PREPARATION OF THE WORKSHOPS
I-1 PREPARATORY MEETINGS
The 4 workshops were organized on the :
- 28th January 2011
- 14th February 2011
- 25th February 2011
- 16th March 2011
The workshops fulfilled more functions: an educational part, through acknowledge certain
notions and concepts, objects and phenomena representations and also a certain part in
relaxation and recreation of the children, through its fun and playful character. It was also a
difference concerning the approaches used in each workshop and the composition of the
groups changed due to some health problems of the children.
I-2 DESCRITPION OF THE ACTIVITIES
The exploration of a tactile book represents only a part from a true process of perception
and exploration, of education of tactile sense, necessary to be accompanied by activities
based on exercises of different movements of arms, shoulders, palms and fingers (flexibility
of hands, coordination of two hands, finger dexterity etc.).
In this view, at the beginning of the activities, movement games were organised that had the
aim to get an awareness of own body.
There were also other common activities (beans, construction games, modeling, sorting),
activities that are used everyday in the kindergarten
I-21 WORKSHOP N°1:
The educational goal of the workshops is the awareness of the children with the objects that
they are going to explore in the tactile book and different concepts, techniques of
exploration of three-dimensional objects and tactile images.
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I-22 WORKSHOP N°2 :
The educational goal of the workshops is the presentation to the children the text of the
book, tactile images and their exploration (individual approach).
The second workshop consisted in individual activities with the children, in which these were
familiar with the book and the text of the story.
From the beginning, these children showed a real interest for the book, being curious to find
out what will happen next.
The children were let to explore, being guided easily toward the things to explore and to
form correct modalities of exploring the page, using an adequate posture of the body,
exploration movements of the hand and fingers, using both hand in exploration.
While reading the text, the hand of the child is guided to the objects that are mentioned in
the text for direct interaction while reading the text.
As a general characteristics, after a first activity of exploration of the book, the lack of
flexibility was noticed in movements, of skills, lack coordination of hands and fingers, the
presence of involuntary movements, the use of more exploration in hands and less in
fingers. The spatial concepts were introduced gradually while carrying out the activities.
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I-23 WORKSHOP N°3:
The educational goal of the workshops is the consolidation of the text of the story, the
development of special concepts, identifying the objects through the essential
characteristics, exploration techniques (individual approach, working also in group and
pairs).
The third workshop was developed in pairs and individually.
The text was not read to the children anymore, but they, with the help of the supplementary
questions tried to go through the pages of the book, looking and exploring the objects about
they already knew.
Many times they were in ahead of the story, wanting to be at a certain page.
At the end of the activity, one of them wanted to explore the book, especially the pages that
were more interactive: the opening and closing of the book, to make different noises, or to
explore the umbrella.
At this stage the children were encouraged to understand different concepts.
The children with residual sight were also involved in recognising the colours, but also visual
and tactile training.
The children got verbal references and extra guiding to orientate and to form represantions
of the objects that were perceiverd tactually. Some of the images were described with a loud
voice, to encourage exploration, some of them were not explained, so that the child could
discover, explore and identify.
The perception of the details was tried, taking into consideration the need of cooperation
and understanding of each child.
The activities of touching and exploring were accompanied by verbal descriptions and
narratives, in order to form the correct representations, marked by different words.(Where
is the bench, where is the doll, who has the glove etc.)
Many times, the technique of guiding hand on hand was necessary; the adult was
positioning his hand on the child’s hand to help him explore the object, to have an action
with it or to do a gesture.
The children learned to orientate in the page, to perceive the margins and its corners by
using both hands, fingers and palms, the position of the object compared with the whole
page that offers information about the positioning of the patterns. Using fingers and palms,
the children can identify the relative position and perspective of these patters, related on to
another ( for ex. One under the other, the leaves under the bench).
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I-24 WORKSHOP N°4 :
The educational goal of the workshops is the consolidation and assessment of knowledge
and developed skills, the book being explored by three children.
In the fourth workshop, there were three blind children, one of them meeting and exploring
the book for the first time.
Each of these children wanted to explore the book in the same time, each of them having a
hand on the pages of the book.
From the desire to explore the book by himself, one of the children wanted to stop the
others to touch it, an aspect that became a little obstacle in the activity of exploration, they
being not used to exploring together.
The children identified the objects that were represented in the book: the doll, the girl, the
bench, the glove, the tree, the umbrella, the sun, the stars, the sand, their attributes like
smooth, rough, fluffy, spacial concepts like up, down, corner, middle, next to, under, in.
The deficitary aspect was the techniques of looking for and exploration, that should be
learned through more and various activities. The children became aware of the content of
the book and started to retell short fragments, but they did not succeed in retelling the
whole story.
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I-3 COOPERATION AND ATTITUDE OF PEDAGOGUES
An educator teacher for visually impaired children was planning and carrying out
educational activities with visually impaired children for developing tactile and
kinaesthetic exploration of the tactile images and learning different kind of concepts.
Even if the material resources are not very available in our country, there is a
continuous preoccupation, interest, initiatives of the teachers to improve activities and
to enrich the sensory experiences of the children.
This project motivates and offers new perspectives on different modalities and materials
that become a resource for developing different skills for the blind children.
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III-

PARTICIPANTS OF THE WORKSHOPS

The children that participated in the workshops were four. Three of the children are totally
blind and one is partially sighted. The children age is between 5 to 7 years, all of them being
boys.
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IV-

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORKSHOPS

IV-1 CALENDAR OF IMPLEMENTATION
The 4 workshops were organized on the :
- 28th January 2011
- 14th February 2011
- 25th February 2011
- 16th March 2011

IV-2 TEAM INVOLVED IN THE IMPLEMENTATION

IV-3 EDUCATIONNAL TRUCK
List of what compose the educational trunks, description of each object and explanation of
what kind of learning they were chosen for :
Objects composing
the trunk
1. A little doll

2. Tree
leaves

Description (size, material,

Expected learnings for VI young
children

-the size of the doll is as the - to know the essential features of
size of the arm of a preschool a doll
child
-to compare and learn body
-the doll is made of plastic, with image
a face made of rubber, the
hands and legs are mobile, she - to learn tactile strategies in
is dressed in a costume of soft exploring
texture, similar for exploring to - to learn the concept of “soft
the doll from within the book
texture”
and -two trees were used:

-development of the concept
about a tree, with its component
A big one, from the yard of the parts: root, trunk, branches with
school, having a big trunk, and leaves, -identifying the leaves
the child can touch the tree and
some branches with leaves
- introduction of concepts “up
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A smaller tree form the school and down”
was used to be explored
tactually.
3. Garden broom

-the broom is used to clean the -knowing the concept of “broom”
garden and it is made of thicker and its use
wood and branches of dry
wood, the same texture is used -some movements of cleaning
to represent the tree in the
tactile book

4. The umbrella

-the used umbrella is made of -development
of
concept
cloth with an opening device “umbrella”, its characteristics,
made of wood
usage, tactile and auditory stimuli

5. The bench

-the wooden bench from the -knowing the texture: hard wood
school yard
- development of exploration and
manipulation strategies
- development of representations

6. The glove

-children gloves

-use of glove , introducing the
hand in the glove,
- identifying the material (soft)

7. Feathers

-feathers of small sizes

8. The door

-the
door
kindergarten

form

-the door from a little house

-exploration
of
feathers,
identifying the specific textures,
specific movements
the -exploring and manipulating the
door (opening, closing)
- development of movements
- development
closed and open

9. Stones form -sand, rocks
the alley

of

concepts:

-tactile stimuli
- development of representations
-development of concepts: hard
and smooth
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10. Tactile book

-tactile book with 11 tactile -the
development
of
images representing the story representations
with tactile and auditory
-development of spatial concepts,
stimuli.
sequences, interaction through
objects
- development of listening and
narrative skills
-identifying the characteristics of
the objects
-developing tactile exploring
strategies and orientation skills in
the page
-access to text and Braille
-developing the listening and
verbal skills

IV-4 OBSERVATION DURING THE IMPLEMENTATION
Short films and pictures were made within the activities with the children, through the
whole activities and this demonstrates the methods and the strategies that were used, the
developed skills, the modality of exploration and interaction with the other children,
attention and memory abilities, emotions expressed during the activity, knowledge acquired.
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V- THE HAPTIC BOOK

V-1 METHODOLOGY AND PRESENTATION
Making the tactile book representing the “Little doll” story started first from the idea of
having an interesting material both for the partially sighted and blind children.
Thus, the book tried to emphasize the chromatic contrast and also to blend different tactile
materials: velvet, wood, plastic, embossed paper, sand, modelling paste, thread, felt, etc.,
just to stimulate using the other senses, to compensate the lack or the visual perception.
Just as the normal children like colourful books, so the visually impaired children like to
discover a world full of colour, from the tactile point of view, to explore the materials, the
objects.
The book tried to fulfil more functions :
- an educational part, through acknowledge certain notions and concepts, objects and
phenomena representations
- and also a certain part in relaxation and recreation of the children, through its fun
and playful character.
It was created in such a manner to induce from the beginning activity, handling.
So, on the cover there is pocket, where the child can store or remove the doll, and also can
explore it in order to identify it easier in the book pages, or the child can open or shut the
door, can play with the umbrella made from a candy rap or can cover the doll with the glove,
or explore the interior of the glove.
Auditive stimuli don’t lack – the fears are made from a murmuring material, so is the
umbrella.
The book did not meant just setting the text in images, but also brought particularities that
are not found in the text – as, for example – the sun or the stars appearing as temporal
orientation factors, so the child can identify when the action happens.
There were used real like materials so the conceptual and mental maps to be realised in
appropriate and correct manner.
The repeating objects from the text where represented in the book keeping the same
proportion, the same characteristics, to be easier identified.
We tried to cover a larger area of tactile markers: soft, hard, rough, smooth, glossy, fluffy,
slippery, etc.
The book is in the same time simple – for the shapes and objects presented to be easily
perceived, and also complex – through the multitude of concepts valorised by it.
The chromatic contrast comes to support the visually impaired children.
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The materials choice was a real challenge; the child must be stimulated in becoming
interested from the first touch of the book. That was the reason the book was covered in red
velvet.
Because the text mentions the colour red of the material, we tried a chromatic transposition
at a tactile level, so when we touch the red material, we perceive the warm of the colour at
an emotional level.
The book size was chosen taking into account the small age of the children, so they can be
able to explore efficiently, without getting lost in space.
Also, the usual writing accompanying the Braille writing of the story is placed on the left side
of the page, not to disturb the tactile image on the right page.
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V-2 HOW CHILDREN AND PARENTS ACCEPT THE BOOK
For the children, the exploration of the book “Little, little doll” was a first experience related
to the contact of the child with a tactile book. Even if, they had the opportunity to look
through tactile books, there were simpler *for ex. Geometrical figures and shapes), and they
were not used to explore complex tactile images, with access to text also.
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VI-

EVALUATION

VI-1 GENERAL EVALUATION
 Concerning pre-reading (acquisition of vocabulary, conceptualization, etc.):
Assuming the “book” concept: cover, pages, writing, closed, opened, edge, corner
Identifying, locating the existing space concepts inside the book: on, up, down, under,
front, back, near, left, right, middle, to raise, to let down, together
Developing representation regarding the objects and phenomena from the
surrounding environment (the tree, the bench, the little girl, the rain etc);
Searching, exploring the objects represented in the story hearing time
Identifying the Braille text



Concerning tactile exploration:

Developing tactile and kinaesthetic exploration of the tactile images;
Developing a mobility of the fingers, Achieving movements: to close, to open, to
turn, to press, to stay, to pull, to follow, to keep, to put, to search
Making metrical concepts: - independent use of the fingers,
- searching through spreading movement of the fingers,
- coordinating the hand and fingers movements,
- smooth touch,
- following direction.
Developing the orientation ability in the small space, the paper and the book content;
Acknowledge the objects attributes: - dimension: large-small, thick-thin
- shape: circle-round, doted line,
- textures: rough, smooth, strong, soft,
glossy, lumpy, smooth, fluffy
- composition: wood, paper, textile material
 Concerning audio discrimination:
The capacity of listening the whole story
The report capacity – coherence, respect for chronology, memorized part of the text
 Other: Social skills
Active interaction during the relating story activity
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VI-2 WEAK POINTS FOR THE PEDAGOGUES TEAM
One of the difficulties was the lack of exercise in exploring of the tactile images, which was
evident in the workshops.
Also there is a reduced capacity of active listening.
The children were not used to explore together, which create an obstacle, as one of the
children wanted to explore the book by himself, verbalising this need over and over again,
interrupting thus the teacher and the other children.
One of the pieces of the book fell of while exploring, as it is sometimes hard to find the
proper way to stick and include the pieces in the book.
The main strong points are :
- lack of a good glue, so that some pages and objects came down while exploration
- lack of exercise in exploration activities of tactile books
- small number of children.

VI-3 STRONG POINTS FOR THE PEDAGOGUES TEAM
This project motivates and offers new perspectives on different modalities and materials
that become a resource for developing different skills for the blind children.
In Romania, the use of tactile books with stories have a reduced experience, it is only at the
beginning of the usage, and also the way the workshops were organized, usually these being
organized individually.
The main strong points are :
- the development of a tactile book with different textures and various concepts
- the acquisition of the blind children of the concept of tactile book
- the learning of new concepts
- the exploitation of the tactile resources of the children
- the acquisition of new experiences for the teachers and for the children
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